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Abstract. A tool for constructing a “good” 3D triangulation of a
given set of vertices in 3D is developed and studied. The constructed
triangulation is “optimal” in the sense that it locally minimizes a cost
function which measures a certain discrete curvature over the resulting
triangle mesh. The algorithm for obtaining the optimal triangulation is
that of swapping edges sequentially, such that the cost function is reduced
maximally by each swap. In this paper three easy-to-compute cost func-
tions are derived using a simple model for defining discrete curvatures of
triangle meshes. The results obtained by the different cost functions are
compared. Operating on data sampled from simple 3D models, we com-
pare the approximation error of the resulting optimal triangle meshes to
the sampled model in various norms. The conclusion is that all three cost
functions lead to similar results, and none of them can be said to be supe-
rior to the others. The triangle meshes generated by our algorithm, when
serving as initial triangle meshes for the butterfly subdivision scheme, are
found to improve significantly the limit butterfly-surfaces compared to ar-
bitrary initial triangulations of the given sets of vertices. Based upon this
observation, we believe that any algorithm operating on triangle meshes
such as subdivision, finite element solution of PDE, or mesh simplification,
can obtain better results if applied to a “good” triangle mesh with small
discrete curvatures. Thus our algorithm can serve for modelling surfaces
from sampled data as well as for initialization of other triangle mesh based
algorithms.

§1. Introduction

Triangle meshes are commonly used for representing 3D surfaces. Given a set
of vertices sampled from a smooth surface, the triangle mesh with these ver-
tices serves as a representation (approximation) of the sampled surface. This
representation depends on the choice of the connections among the vertices.

In this paper we investigate good choices of triangulations for a fixed set
of vertices under the assumption that the sampled surface is smooth. Our
point of view is that the given discrete set of points represents the surface in
the sense that its most prominent features (creases, curvatures, etc.) can be
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extracted from the data and that the representation as a triangle mesh should
not add features not present in the data.

This leads us to choices of optimal triangulations relative to cost functions
which measure different kinds of discrete curvatures. Starting with an arbi-
trary initial triangulation of the given vertices, the main algorithm we present
swaps edges in a greedy way so as to maximally reduce the cost function at
each step and terminates at a local minimum of the cost function. Such an
algorithm was also used for optimizing 2D triangulations (approximation of
bivariate functions), e.g. for deriving data dependent triangulations [3,6,8,9].

Alboul and van Damme, in a series of papers [1,2,11], consider a cost func-
tion which is a discrete measure of the L1-norm of the Gaussian curvature over
the triangle mesh. Although this cost function requires heavy computations,
it has a very important property. As proved in [2], for data sampled from
a convex surface (convex data), swapping with this cost function leads to its
unique global minimum which corresponds to the unique convex triangulation.
For two of the cost functions we introduce here, the convex triangulation also
seems to be the global minimum while their computation is simpler. The the-
oretical investigation of this observation is beyond the scope of this paper and
we leave it to future work. Unfortunately, swapping edges with the greedy
swapping algorithm does not always lead to the convex triangulation because
the cost functions may have local minima.

We have made many numerical experiments with our cost functions and
conclude that we have at hand a tool which improves significantly the visual
appearance of a triangle mesh for a fixed set of vertices and enhances fea-
ture lines (“sharp edges”). For complex models, our different cost functions
yield very similar results. For simple models, we also tested the approxima-
tion quality of the triangle meshes generated by the swapping algorithm with
our cost functions and found all of them to reduce the approximation error
significantly (see the torus example in Sec. 4).

We also realize that our algorithm can serve as a preprocessor for other al-
gorithms operating on 3D triangle meshes (such as subdivision, finite element,
simplification, etc.) by providing a better starting point for these algorithms,
which results in better performance.

The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents a calculation of
several discrete measures of curvature. In Section 3 we discuss the swapping
algorithm and the various cost functions. Section 4 includes experiments with
our different methods of optimizing 3D triangulations. An appendix with
explicit formulas needed for the computation of our cost functions is the last
section of the paper.

§2. Discrete Curvature Computation

From a theoretical point of view triangle meshes do not have any curvature
at all, since all faces are flat and the curvature is not properly defined along
edges and at vertices because the surface is not C2-differentiable there. But
thinking of a triangle mesh as a piecewise linear approximation of an unknown
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Fig. 1. A vertex v and the related variables for this local configuration (left).
The blending cylinder along �ei between triangles ti−1 and ti, seen from
the side (right).

smooth surface one can try to estimate the curvatures of that unknown surface
using only the information that is given by the triangle mesh itself. We are
particularly interested in computing the Gaussian curvatureK and the absolute
mean curvature |H| at the vertices of the triangle mesh, since we base the cost
functions to be minimized in the mesh optimization process on these values.
But let us first fix the notation before explaining how to derive K and |H|
from the given data.

Notation. A triangle mesh M consists of a set of vertices V = {vi}i ⊂ IR3,
which are connected by a set of edges E = {ej = (vj1 , vj2)}j and a set of
triangles T = {tk = �(vk1 , vk2 , vk3)}k. Let v ∈ V be a vertex of a triangle
meshM and let v1, . . . , vn be the ordered neighboring vertices of v (cf. Fig. 1).
We define the edges �ei = vi − v and the angles between two successive edges
αi = � (�ei, �ei+1). The triangle between �ei and �ei+1 is named ti = �(v, vi, vi+1),
the corresponding face normal �ni =

�ei×�ei+1
‖�ei×�ei+1‖ . The dihedral angle at an edge

�ei is the angle between the normals of the adjacent triangles, βi = � (�ni−1, �ni).
Note that in these definitions we identify the index 0 with n and the index
n+ 1 with 1.

Now we can define the integral Gaussian curvature K̄ = K̄v and the integral
absolute mean curvature |H̄| = |H̄v| with respect to the area S = Sv attributed
to v by

K̄ =
∫

S

K = 2π −
n∑

i=1

αi and |H̄| =
∫

S

|H| = 1
4

n∑
i=1

‖�ei‖ |βi|. (1)

These formulas are also used by other authors [1,2,4,11], and can be
understood in the following way. Suppose we replace each edge by a small
cylinder of radius r that joins the adjacent faces tangentially (cf. Fig. 1) and
blend these cylinders smoothly at the vertices in a C2 manner. Now the tri-
angle mesh is approximated by a smooth surface, K and |H| are integrable
functions on it and we can apply well-known theorems from differential geom-
etry [5]. A straightforward computation [1,11] finally results in formulas (1)
that depend neither on the choice of r nor on the specific blending method at
the vertices.
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Fig. 2. Barycentric area SB (left) and Voronoi area SV (right) around a vertex.

To derive the curvatures at the vertex v from these integral values, we
assume the curvatures to be uniformly distributed around the vertex, and
simply normalize by the area:

K =
K̄

S
and |H| = |H̄|

S
.

Of course there are different ways of defining the area Sv attributed to
a vertex v, which result in different curvature values. We restrict ourselves
to those methods for which the areas around all vertices sum up to the area
of the triangle mesh M , i.e.,

∑
v∈V Sv = M , since this enables us to write

an integral over M as the sum of integrals over the single area patches, e.g.∫
M
K =

∑
v∈V

∫
Sv
K. The area that is most commonly used in the literature

is the barycentric area SB which is one third of the area of the triangles adja-
cent to v, and can be constructed by connecting the edge midpoints with the
barycenters of the adjacent triangles (cf. Fig. 2). However, inspired by [12],
we decided to use the Voronoi area SV instead, which sums up the areas of
v’s local Voronoi cells restricted to the triangles adjacent to v, according to
the Euclidean distance to the vertices of the triangle mesh (cf. Fig. 2). The
explicit formulas for computing the Voronoi area are given in the appendix
(Sec. 5).

Besides the Gaussian and the absolute mean curvature, we are also in-
terested in the sum of the absolute principle curvatures |κ1| and |κ2|. From
the relations K = κ1κ2 and H = 1

2
(κ1 + κ2), we get κ1,2 = H ± √

H2 −K.
Moreover, we can get the sum of the absolute principle curvatures without
knowing H but only |H|:

|κ1|+ |κ2| =
{ 2 |H|, if K ≥ 0,

2
√|H|2 −K, otherwise.

Note that |κ1| + |κ2| is always a real number, even if |H|2 = H2 < K,
which corresponds to complex principle curvature values. Of course, this
cannot happen for smooth surfaces, but since we are dealing with discrete
curvatures, it can occur for some vertices.

§3. Mesh Optimization

Over the past few years the problem of fairing (or smoothing) meshes has re-
ceived a lot of attention. The need for these methods ranges from technical
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applications, where the noise that is due to measurement errors has to be
removed from measured data, to entertainment applications, that require tri-
angulated 3D models with a pleasing visual appearance. The usual approach
in mesh fairing is to move the vertices of the mesh such that a certain energy
functional is minimized [4,7,10]. However, these methods cannot be applied
whenever the position of the original data points must not be changed, e.g. in
numerical simulations or surface interpolation. The only parameter that is left
to change is the triangulation of the data points. While the optimization of
2D triangulations has been studied thoroughly in the early nineties [3,6,8,9],
little is known so far for the 3D case [1,2,11].

One of the energy functionals that has often been used for the fairing of
meshes as well as for the fairing of continuous surfaces is the thin plate energy

FTP =
∫

4aH2 + 2 (1− a− b)K,

with certain parameters a, b ∈ IR. However, for closed surfaces or surfaces with
a fixed boundary this expression can be simplified to FTP = 4a

∫
H2, because

the theorem of Gauss-Bonnet states that
∫
K is constant in these cases. Note

that this also holds for the discrete version of the integral Gaussian curvature:

∫
M

K =
∑

v

∫
Sv

K =
∑

v

(
2π −

nv∑
i=1

αvi

)
= (#V ) 2π − (#T ) π = 2π χ(M),

where χ(M) is the Euler characteristic of M . Since we are not going to swap
the boundary edges of meshes with boundary, we can assume constant integral
Gaussian curvature in our setting.

Minimizing FTP equals the minimization of H in the L2-norm, ‖H‖2 =(∫
H2
)1/2

. Likewise, the minimization of the integral absolute mean cur-
vature relates to the L1-norm of H, ‖H‖1 =

∫ |H|. Besides these two en-
ergy functionals we have also used the L1-norm of the principle curvatures,
‖κ‖1 =

∫ |κ1| + |κ2| as an optimization criterion. Note that the minimum of
‖κ‖2 equals the minimum of ‖H‖2, since κ2

1 + κ2
2 = 4H2 − 2K. Using (1),

these three energy functionals are given by

F1 = ‖H‖2
2 =

∫
M

|H|2 =
∑
v∈V

1
Sv

|H̄v|2,

F2 = ‖H‖1 =
∫

M

|H| =
∑
v∈V

|H̄v|,

F3 = ‖κ‖1 =
∫

M

|κ1|+ |κ2| =
∑
v∈V

{
2 |H̄v|, if K̄v ≥ 0,

2
√

|H̄v|2 − SvK̄v, otherwise.

Choosing one of these three energy functionals as a cost function F and
starting with an initial triangle mesh M , we perform a local swapping algo-
rithm that decreases the cost function in each step. The key ingredients of this
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algorithm are the determination of a swap value sj for each edge ej and the
use of a priority queue P . The swap value is the difference between the value
of the cost function before and after swapping the corresponding edge and
indicates the reduction of the cost function caused by this edge swap. Note
that the swapping operation is not defined for boundary edges, and should be
forbidden for edges that connect to a vertex of valence three, since it would
result in two identical edges and two triangles glued together (cf. Fig. 3). We
avoid swapping those edges by simply setting their swap value to −∞. The
priority queue P is a permutation on the set of integers {1, . . . ,#E}, such that
sP (i) ≥ sP (j) for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ #E. The main advantage of using such a
priority queue is the low complexity in building and updating it. Furthermore,
P (1) is always the index of the edge with the largest swap value and testing
sP (1) > 0 tells whether the cost function can be further reduced by swapping
one of the edges or not. When an edge swap is actually carried out, the swap
values of the edges in the 2-neighborhood of this edge change (cf. Fig. 3) and
the priority queue has to be updated. Defining the 1-neighborhood N(I) of a
set of indices I ⊂ {1, . . . ,#E} by

N(I) = {j : ∃ i ∈ I and t ∈ T : ei and ej are edges of t},

the index set of the 2-neighborhood of an edge ei is given by N2({i}) =
N(N({i})). With these definitions, the local swapping algorithm can be stated
in the following way.
The local swapping algorithm.

swap value (j)

if ej is swappable
return (Fbefore − Fafter)

else
return (−∞)

initialization

for j = 1, . . . ,#E do
sj := swap value (j)

set up (P )

optimization

while sP (1) > 0 do
swap eP (1)

for j ∈ N2({P (1)}) do
sj := swap value (j)
update (P )

As the number of all possible triangulations of the given data is finite and
the cost function is decreased by each swap, this algorithm is guaranteed to
terminate in a finite number of steps. Unfortunately, it is generally impossible
to determine whether the algorithm reaches a global minimum or not. For the
L1-norm of the Gaussian curvature, ‖K‖1, Alboul and van Damme could show
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Fig. 3. Swapping an edge (left), the computation of its swap value involves only
the discrete curvatures at the vertices marked by squares. After the edge
swap, the swap values of the swapped edge (thick line), the edges in
the 1-neighborhood (normal lines) and the edges in the 2-neighborhood
(dashed lines) have to be updated. Swapping edges that connect to
vertices of valence three is forbidden (right).

that in case of convex data this optimization strategy always converges to the
global minimum, which is the convex triangulation [2]. We have also tested the
three cost functions on convex data and observed that the convex triangulation
seems to be the global optimum for F2 and F3. Proving this property is a
subject for future investigations. Nevertheless, all three cost functions may
have local minima at which the local swapping algorithm might get trapped,
i.e., it stops at a triangulation of the convex data that still contains concave
edges.

We have also tested a slight modification of the local swapping algorithm
that is guaranteed to find the same or a better local minimum. This look-
ahead strategy determines the swap value sj in a different way [13]. Whenever
sj ≤ 0, it is tested whether swapping one of the four edges ek, k ∈ N({j}) in
the 1-neighborhood can decrease the cost function, i.e., the combined swap
value sj,k = sj + sk is positive for some k. If such a double swap can be found,
the largest sj,k is used as a sorting criterion for the priority queue instead of
sj and both edges ej and ek are swapped when ej reaches the head of the
queue, i.e., P (1) = j.

§4. Examples

We have tested our optimization method with the various cost functions on
many different data sets, ranging from small sets sampled from simple objects
(e.g. sphere, cylinder, or torus) to complex models with several thousand ver-
tices. The first class of data sets we investigated were convex sets of vertices,
since there are many reasons (e.g. shape preservation or tightness [11]) to
judge the convex triangulation of the vertices to be the best among all possi-
ble triangulations. In almost all cases we have tested, minimizing any of the
three cost functions led to the convex triangulation, regardless of the initial
triangulation. But there exist configurations for which the local as well as
the look-ahead swapping algorithm terminate at a non-convex triangulation
(cf. Fig. 4).

Furthermore we have tested the approximation quality of the triangle
meshes generated by the swapping algorithm with our three cost functions for
simple objects like the torus in Fig. 5. The initial triangle mesh consists of
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Fig. 4. A convex data set with 7 vertices v1 = (−12, 0, 0), v2 = (−10,−2,− 1
10 ),

v3 = (0,− 5
2 ,− 1

2 ), v4 = (10,−2,− 1
5 ), v5 = (12, 0, 0), v6 = (0, 5

2 ,− 1
2 ),

v7 = (0, 0,−10), for which the 10 triangles �(v1, v2, v3), �(v3, v4, v5),�(v1, v3, v6), �(v3, v5, v6), �(v7, v2, v1), �(v7, v3, v2), �(v7, v4, v3),�(v7, v5, v4), �(v7, v6, v5), �(v7, v1, v6) form a non-convex triangula-
tion (top) that corresponds to a local minimum for any of the cost func-
tions F1, F2, F3. The convex triangulation of the data is shown on the
bottom.

m = 12 by n = 6 data points

Pij =


 cosσi(R+ r cosϕij)
sinσi(R+ r cosϕij)

r sinϕij


 , i = 0, . . . , m− 1, j = 0, . . . , n− 1,

with σi =
i

m
2π, and ϕij =

{
j
n 2π, if i is even,
j+0.5

n 2π, otherwise,

sampled from the surface of a torus with radii R = 5, r = 2 and 2mn
triangles �(Pij, Pi+1,j, Pi,j+1), �(Pi,j+1, Pi+1,j, Pi+1,j+1), i = 0, . . . , m − 1,
j = 0, . . . , n− 1.

Fig. 5 shows the initial triangle mesh as well as the results of the opti-
mization process using the different cost functions, their approximation errors
to the torus are listed in Tab. 1. By testing many choices of the parameters
(m,n,R, r), we observed that the minimization of any of the three cost func-
tions reduces the approximation error significantly but none of the results can
be said to be superior to the others.

L1 L2 L∞
initial 0.2342743546 0.2824122092 0.7939588898
F1 0.1581226238 0.1887044119 0.4019238949
F2 0.1640362102 0.1931971435 0.4019238949
F3 0.1660948138 0.1945930432 0.3892151477

Tab. 1. Approximation error of the initial and the optimized meshes.

One important aspect of our optimization process is, that it can be used
as a preprocessor for other algorithms operating on triangle meshes. As an
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Fig. 5. Optimizing a triangle mesh sampled from a torus (top left) using dif-
ferent cost functions: F1 (top right), F2 (bottom left), and F3 (bottom
right).

Fig. 6. The initial (left) and the optimized mesh (right) after three butterfly-
subdivision steps.

example, Fig. 6 shows the result of applying three butterfly-subdivision steps
to the initial triangle mesh and to the one obtained by minimizing F1.

We have also tested our method with more complex data sets, like the
Spock head in Fig. 7 with 16,386 vertices, the technical data set with 4,100
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Fig. 7. Mr. Spock’s head: initial (left) and optimized triangle mesh (right).

Fig. 8. A technical data set: initial (left) and optimized triangle mesh (right).

Fig. 9. Data set of a tank cap: initial (left) and optimized triangle mesh.

vertices shown in Fig. 8, or the data set of a tank cap with 3,374 vertices
in Fig. 9. All figures show the initial triangle mesh and the one obtained by
minimizing F2; the results of minimizing the other two cost functions are very
similar. Note how the optimized meshes look much smoother and how the
feature lines are enhanced in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
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Fig. 10. Areas of the local Voronoi cells restricted to a triangle for a non-obtuse
(left) and an obtuse (right) triangle.

As a concluding remark we would like to stress again that all three cost
functions behaved very similar within the scope of our investigations except
for convex data, and it is hard to tell which one performs best. But since
the computation of the absolute mean curvature is the simplest and does not
involve the calculation of the area around the vertices, and since with F2, in
the convex data case the optimal triangulation seems to be the convex one,
we favor the use of F2.

§5. Appendix

To determine the areas of the local Voronoi cells restricted to a triangle, we
have to distinguish between obtuse and non-obtuse triangles (cf. Fig. 10). In
the latter case they are given by

SV
A =

1
8
(b2 cot(β) + c2 cot(γ)),

and likewise for SV
B and SV

C . For obtuse triangles,

SV
B =

1
8
c2 tan(β), SV

C =
1
8
b2 tan(γ), SV

A = S� − SV
B − SV

C .
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